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Vortices with or without jets are present in most fluid dynamic applications and have been the subject
of fundamental research for more than a century. Very recently, it was shown that viscosity can be a serious
destabilising factor [1]. Unstable viscous modes localized in the centre of the vortex were shown to be
generic of any vortex with jet [2, 3, 4].

In this work, we analyse a new type of viscous unstable modes which are concentrated in a ring around
the vortex. A large Reynolds-number asymptotic analysis is performed for an arbitrary axisymmetric vortex
with axial flow. We show that for any azimuthal wavenumber � and axial wavenumber

�
as soon as there

exists a critical radial location �����
	 satisfying ������� ��� ��� 	 where ��� and
� � are the radial derivative

at ��� of the angular and axial velocity of the vortex, there exist two or four families of viscous ring modes
localized in the neighborhood of � � . The spatial structure of these modes is as illustrated in figure 1. In each
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Figure 1: Asymptotic structure of viscous ring modes

region, the eigenmodes have a specific approximation. Using a matched asymptotic approach, we show that
the frequency of the viscous ring modes expands as

�����������
�! �#"%$'& (*),+ � ( �-"%$'& (*),. � �/�����. (1)

where �  � ��� � � �0� �� ( �21�354�6 �87�9;: (<),+>=@?�A/B*C 6 � �ED ��� � 4 � 4FD ��� � ���5��� :HGI� � � 7��J�8:� �/�����. �K4MLN� (.%OQP�'R :,S G�T 3VU � =W?�A/B*C U � � ���� ��� �0�  �YX[Z]\_^
(2)

Viscous ring modes resemble the viscous centre modes described using the same approach in [3]. In partic-
ular, we show that unstable ring modes are mainly localized in the outer viscous regions and have the same
leading order approximation as unstable viscous centre modes in these regions.

The theoretical predictions are compared to numerical results for different vortex models, including the` -vortex ( � 4 ��: � ` 4a^ Gcbed�f 4 G�� . :<:,7�� . ; � 4 ��: � bedgf 4 G�� . : ). The numerical results are obtained with
the spectral collocation code used in [3]. For all modes, a good agreement is demonstrated for both the
frequency and the spatial structure. An example of such a comparison is provided in figure 2 for the ` -
vortex. For this vortex, viscous ring modes are found to be unstable in a smaller domain than viscous centre
mode instability domain and possess smaller growth rates.
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Figure 2: Typical results for the ` -vortex model. "%$h�i^ 	;j , � � G ^ , � �kDglnm , ` � 	 lnD . (a) Frequency
versus growth rate of the viscous ring modes. Stars: numerical results, circles: asymptotic results [formulae
(1) and (2) with Z]� 	 ]. (b) Real part of the pressure amplitude of the mode o ( indicated in (a). Solid line
: numerical results, Dashed line: asymptotic approximation in the Outer Viscous Region 1.

For other vortices, viscous ring modes can be more unstable than viscous centre modes. However,
viscous ring modes are always in competition with inviscid modes. We show that for sufficiently large
Reynolds numbers, a necessary and sufficient condition of instability of viscous ring modes is that there
exists a location ��� where

���8� �qp ���5� �q4FD ��� � ���,�  � : �r4 � � : .esut 	 l (3)

This condition is exactly the sufficient condition of inviscid instability obtained by Leibovich & Stewartson
[5]. We analyse the interplay between both instabilities, especially in the limit of large � , for which both
types of mode have the same leading order frequency and are localized near the same critical radial location
� � .
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